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INTRODUCTION

These rules are an on-going development designed to help us run the
Humanity Will Prevail campaign.  This long-running campaign is set in
a future universe largely dominated by mankind and features political,
military and economic interactions between a collection of human
polities.  

The game is set at governmental level and players are generally
heads of state, senior cabinet members or top military.

The game is played mostly by email, with the occasional interaction
face-to-face (for example at major summit meetings), and the
occasional wargaming session to fight significant military actions.  The
general background is also used frequently for one-off sub-games
which add to the growing background story.
There is also a space of out of character conversation on the
Facebook Universe Group.

The main campaign has been running since 1996, so there is a wealth of background 
information and history generated by events in the game itself.  

Even if you do not use these rules to play in the main campaign, they are suitable for 
smaller and simpler campaigns involving just a few star systems and a few players – 
generating situations that can be gamed using the various related wargame rules such as
Starship Marine, Starship Strike, and Plan A.

Jim Wallman (JIM0000)
2015
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1.  PLAYERS' RESPONSIBILITIES

This is a high level political/military game designed to be played mostly by email, with 
occasional face-to-face or on-line meetings for major events such as Summits or possible
battles.

Players are responsible for:

 Acting in role and deciding what 'ACTIONS' to take (see below);

 Where dual-roled, ignoring things they would not be aware of 'in reality';

 Communicating with other players;

 Keeping track of interstellar movement and communication time delays;

 Keeping track of the locations of their own forces;

 Keeping track of their own economies and reporting to Game Control as needed;

 Adding to the Encyclopaedia Universalis (see www.theuniverse.org.uk) 
background material as necessary.

Game Control’s Role
Game Control is heavily outnumbered by players, so does not do the bulk of the game 
administration.  This is left to the players (see above).

Game Control’s role is mainly:
 Authorising 'wizard wheezes' (or disallowing them if necessary);

 Approving additional background material made up by players (who are 
encouraged to fill out the story themselves) that has been entered into the 
Encyclopaedia;

 Moving on the time frame;

 Providing definitive background on key technologies, physical limitations and the 
like;

 Calculating battle results and reporting back;

 Plotting non-played polities and aliens moves and responses;

 Game Control will not usually 'police' the game - that is up to the players – the 
basic structure of the game depends entirely on the honour system.
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2. KEY ASSUMPTIONS

 Movement: Hyperspace Drive (HSD) is the only way of getting about the 
universe at speeds greater than light-speed, and it has been developed to its 
maximum extent.

 Technology.  There are no Wonder Weapons. What you've got is what there is. 
Humankind has developed pretty much everything it is going to develop in 
weaponry and gadgets. Don't expect to solve problems through inventing a new 
gadget – this is disapproved of on principle in this game – you are expected to 
use your wits to make best use of what there is.

3.  GAME COMMUNICATIONS

All emails relating to the game must have the subject header containing the word 
'UNIVERSE'

Email subject headers should also have the following words: 
ADMIN = the mail is about general things to do with running the campaign, rules queries.
OOC = 'out of character' - all emails are assumed 'in character' unless marked otherwise
Txx = The turn number, i.e. T18 must appear on the header of all emails
Qx = The quadrant number i.e. Q7 must appear on the header of all emails.

Example email headers might be:
Universe Admin – Detection distances rule query
Universe OOC – Next Universe Day meeting
Universe T196 Q1 – Earth Fleet Orders

4.  TIMING AND COMMUNICATIONS

The game moves on in nominal 'game turns' of (currently) 50 days each. These are 
known as 'Octants' because there are 8 in a game year.  

The game turns move on regardless at a rate of roughly one octant per month.
During each turn, players can communicate freely with other characters in the same 
quadrant. It takes one additional game turn to communicate with a neighbouring 
quadrant; 2 turns for more distant quadrants.1

This delay must be built in to communication (i.e. you cannot respond to a message from 
a neighbouring quadrant until the following turn).

Game Control involvement: Control will only rule on interactions:  Record keeping and 
administration is the players’ responsibility

1  This is not strictly realistic, but I think we can make the assumption that the characters you are playing, 
and their civil servants, are used to the pressures of communicating in this way, and so therefore are better 
at careful, well-crafted, bursts of communications than the players are (with all due respect). A real-world 
month of email conversation is therefore probably the equivalent of a couple of Universe-style diplomatic 
communications (well, we can assume that anyway).
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Special Crises
In cases of a specific crisis or war situation, Control may go to ‘strict timing’.  In these 
cases, all movement and communications delays (all messages travel at 2 parsecs per 
day) are strictly enforced and calculated to the nearest day, regardless of the game turn 
structure.

5.  ACTIVITIES

At present everything players do fits one of the categories below.

It will help if you think in these terms, and at the outset at least,
specify in which capacity you are speaking at each point.

If an email is about one of these types of activity, say so at the
beginning of the mail.

1. Public Debate - this is obligatory in the case of international
summit discussions or anything that has to be discussed by your
government's representative body (legislation for example). This must
be done using the berswar2 mailer and this forms the bulk of player
activity. Public debate is only possible with player characters who
exist in the same quadrant as you, so make it very clear who you are
speaking as when using the forum.

2. Private Discussion - this can be done freely in direct email conversation. 
Control must be a copy addressee to all such communications.

3. Adding to the background. From time to time you will want to fill out some of the 
background or description to your polity and its people. This is submitted by email (or in 
HTML form) to Control for approval and adding or linking to The Universe main site as 
necessary   Players are encouraged to create their own websites and/or wikis, and to 
update the Encyclopaedia Universalis wiki on the website.

4. Concluding a treaty or agreement. After 1 or 2 above, a treaty or agreement might be
arrived at - this is written up by one of the signatories and sent to Control for posting on 
the Treaties Page. All treaties are public, though occasionally secret causes may be 
included.

5. Economic decisions.  See the economics sections of these rules.  Each game year 
each polity team should produce a summary of the polity’s economic position, which is 
made public on The Universe website. This is in the form of a Universal Economic Report 
or UER.  Control will provide a copy of the standard format.  This should only need to be 
done once a game year (i.e. once every 8 months or so subjective time) - but it must be 
done.

6. Fighting a war - Players' involvement will be in terms of setting objectives for 
Fleets/Task Forces and allocating commanders (or Key Personnel – see later) and 

2 It is called 'berswar' for historical reasons to boring to go into here.  Many of the long standing players might refer 
to  'berswar' when the mean 'Universe'.
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resources. Military forces are grouped into Task Forces or Fleets rather than individual 
ships.

Control will rule on the progress of an 'operation' using the overall combat values. 

Control will expect orders that concentrate on rules of engagement and objectives rather 
than details of tactics (unless a player is actually present with the Fleet 'in role').  Rules of 
engagement are especially important because of the communications delays – players 
will not be allowed to make decisions for forces they are not co-located with.

7.  Devise a wizard wheeze.   Each PLAYER (even if you have several roles in the 
campaign) may have only ONE wizard wheeze on the go at any one time.Control will rule 
on what needs to happen depending on the wheeze, and how long it will take. So you 
have to be discerning in your cleverness.

Control will also help you decide whether this is actually a wizard wheeze, or just very 
good use of existing resources.

7.  6.  MOVEMENT, DEPLOYMENT & SCOUTING 

Movement should take account of the actual time taken to move the units – including time
taken moving from the colony world to the M25 limit.
A fleet will usually be based at a particular star system, and that will usually be public 
information.

When a fleet is moved players must announce it in the mailer (unless there are very 
good reasons for secrecy and a concealed movement is allowed by Control). They must 
also note it on their Fleet List (see below) as soon as possible.  

Scouting
Small fleets made up of destroyers, scouts and/or
starguard are usually used for scouting. 

They can visit as many systems as they have
movement to reach in a turn, and Control will
report back. Alternatively, a standing patrol can be
set up where ships visits the same systems every
turn – generally we count these systems as
permanently scouted if they are visited at least
twice a year.
.
Control will only report back from scouting when
something interesting happens (like the scouts
find something or go missing).  No news is
generally good news.
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7. INTERSTELLAR ECONOMICS

Background
All occupied star systems have been fitted into one of several
generalised economic categories.

In these rules there is no 'money' as such. On the planetary
level, the main concern is the capacity of the system's
economy to support certain types of government controlled or
sponsored activity. 

The game ignores 'infrastructure' so that much of what is going
on is simply assumed to be happening in the background
without the need for player intervention.  (For example management of schools, hospitals,
welfare and so on).

Government activity represents a very small part of the actual planetary economy, and in 
The Universe, even the most directive governments have little or no control over the 
actions and economic decisions of the big interstellar corporations or of low level local 
governments on the planets under their nominal control.   

Since the players represent the various central governments, these rules will concentrate 
on the ability of those governments to utilise those parts of the economy over which they 
have some influence, and to spend the resources they receive in taxation.

The wider non state-controlled interstellar economy can have an impact on the ability of 
governments to maintain their internal economy, and hence keep up their forces and 
activities in being. 

This is reflected in this game by colonies (but not the Home Worlds) moving up and down 
in status - i.e. from Rich Colony to Above Average Colony.

This normally occurs at the end of each game year (though the GM may institute changes
at other times if appropriate).

Economic down-turns tend not to affect Home Worlds as much as they do the colonies.

Support Value (SV)
The most important economic parameter is the Support Value or SV.  

The SV produced by a given colonial star system is the contribution this
system makes to the ability of the Government to operate its various
activities. 

Support values can be pooled within a quadrant, but only a proportion of
a quadrant's SV can be passed to other quadrants or sectors.

Since SV is a measure of economic capacity, it cannot be carried over
from year to year – and it should not be thought of as money.   
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The support value can be passed to another polity within the same quadrant in the same 
year, if this agreed by treaty.

The Economic Categories

Category Support Value
Typical

population
(M)

Features

Home Worlds
Variable –

generally 100+
500+

Has well developed industries, many orbital and off-world 
facilities and lots of HSTS.  Shipbuilding facilities can be 
based here. Tend to be very stable economically.
They have 2 squadrons of pacifiers (included in their 
infrastructure and therefore free).  
There is also a space detection network.

Colonial 
Capital (CC)

80 100+ Has many orbital facilities, many HSTS and can support 
shipyards. They have 2 squadrons of pacifiers included in 
their infrastructure.  There is also a space detection 
network.

Very Rich 
Colony (VR)

60 50+ Has several orbital facilities and can support shipyards. 3 or
4 HSTS. They have one squadron of pacifiers included in 
their infrastructure.  There is also a space detection 
network.

Rich Colony 
(RC)

40 20+ Has 1 or 2 orbital facilities and 1 or 2 HSTS. They have one
squadron of pacifiers included in their infrastructure.

Above 
Average 
Colony (AA)

30 <=20 Has one main orbital station and one or two HSTS. They 
have one squadron of pacifiers included in their 
infrastructure.

Average 
Colony (AC)

20 <=15 Has one main orbital station and one or two HSTS. They 
have one squadron of pacifiers included in their 
infrastructure.

Below 
Average 
Colony (BA)

10 <=15 Has one main orbital station and one or two HSTS. They 
have one squadron of pacifiers included in the their 
infrastructure.

Poor Colony 
(PC)

5 <=10 Small orbital, one HSTS. They have half a squadron of 
pacifiers included in their infrastructure.

Very Poor 
Colony (VP)

2 <=8 Small orbital, possibly one HSTS. They have half a 
squadron of pacifiers included in their infrastructure.

Subsistence 
Colony (SC)

0 <=5 No significant orbitals, no HSTS, no pacifiers

Just Settled 
(JS)

-1 <=1 Just arrived and setting up a new colony. No orbitals, no 
HSTS, no pacifiers.

 Uninhabited 
(UI)

0 0 Nobody there.  Well, there might be a few survivors of a 
previous failed colony, but nobody of any importance or 
interest.
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8. THE 'SHOPPING LIST'

The key issue in The Universe is not how much something costs to build, but how easy it 
is to maintain over a long period. Maintenance costs are the more significant factor, 
because short term resources can always be found to build things, but the running costs 
are usually much more difficult to sustain.

So, in order to keep things simple, these rules allow you to build anything you have the 
spare Support Value to keep going. And, if your available support value declines, so you 
have to give up something.

Basic Assumptions
All nations are assumed to have a number of shipyards and training establishments, 
sufficient to maintain their existing forces - shipyards are vital for maintenance because all
ships need refitting on regular schedule, and small ships need replacing regularly. 

This is all factored in to the Support Value concept, so, a certain number of ‘built-in’ 
shipyards and training centres and the like are not separately accounted for.    

Additional shipyards and training centres, above the baseline infrastructure are accounted
for.

All quadrants have a repair capacity, usually located at the quadrant capital.  

In addition, fleets cannot operate effectively if there is insufficient SV in the quadrant to 
support them logistically.

This can mean that surplus SV can be imported from nearby quadrants to support 
particular operations. (Within certain limits - See Section 10: Interstellar Banking)

Abbrev Item
SV

required

Time to
build
(days)

Logs
needed

Logs
support

Combat
value (1)

Notes

INFRASTRUCTURE

Colonial Government  - per 
colony world under control 
including capital

3 each 100 n.a. n.a. n.a.

There are a whole range of support costs 
involved in running a colonial government.
This is obviously proportional to the 
number of worlds.

HQ Senior Headquarters 2 50 n.a. n.a. n.a.
National Fleet headquarters are assumed.
These are new joint commands or special 
command and control arrangements

SBHEWS
Surface Based 
Heavy Energy 
Weapon System

2 300 n.a. n.a. n.a.

An array of weapons capable of engaging 
ships in low orbit, or conducting an 
assault landing. Generally only useful for 
point defence.

-

Specialised 
Research and 
Development 
Establishment

4 400 n.a. n.a. n.a.
You already have some R&D built into the 
infrastructure - this is if you want to do 
something you haven't done before.

- Shipyard 10 - 20 400 n.a. n.a. n.a.

Allows for 2 ships under construction at 
any one time. Can be used as a repair 
yard if not being used for new builds.  
(See Section 9)

- Repair Yard 5 300 n.a. n.a. n.a. Allows for the repair of 3 ships at any one 
time.

-
Extra Interstellar 
Communications

1 200 n.a. n.a. n.a.
Each additional HSTS over the numbers 
assumed in a system of the appropriate 
type.
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Abbrev Item
SV

required

Time to
build
(days)

Logs
needed

Logs
support

Combat
value (1)

Notes

SDN
Space Detection 
Network

4 100 n.a. n.a. n.a. Substantially enhances the system's 
ability to detect incoming ships

STARSHIP MAINTENANCE

- Routine Maintenance Free Variable n.a. n.a. n.a.

This is included in the support value 
assumptions.    Currently, for simplicity, it 
is assumed that ships are always 
available; i.e. never in maintenance

- Ship Conversion As new
type

Variable n.a. n.a. n.a. Conversions can take place either at a 
shipyard OR repair yard.

- Repairs Free Variable n.a. n.a. n.a. This is included in the support value 
assumptions.  See ship repair rules below.

- 'X' Class ship 
modification

+2 +200 0 0 x½

All ship classes may be made into 
extended range 'X' Class long range ships
independent of logistics for missions of up
to 5 years.  There is a reduction in 
weaponry and other capabilities as a 
trade-off for space.  The fit is of superior 
quality to reduce maintenance 
requirements.

MILITARY VESSELS
SC IP Scout 1 200 2 0 1 Light vessel optimised for detection, (may 

be converted to/from DD)

SCI IS Scout 2 400 2 0 1 Light vessel optimised for detection, (may 
be converted to/from DDI)

DD IP Destroyer 1 200 2 0 3
DDI IS Destroyer 2 400 2 0 3
CL IP Light Cruiser 2 200 3 0 5
CLI IS Light Cruiser 3 400 3 0 5
CA IP Heavy Cruiser 3 200 4 0 8
CAI IS Heavy Cruiser 4 400 4 0 8
HBB IP Heavy Battleship 6 600 7 0 20 Can only be interplanetary due to its size

BV IP Battle Carrier 8 600 10 0 30 Can only be interplanetary due to its size

BB IP Battleship 4 200 5 0 12
BBI IS Battleship 6 600 5 0 12
DV IP Light Carrier 3 200 5 0 8 Carries 4-8 pacifiers

DVI IS Light Carrier 4 400 5 0 8
CV IP Carrier 4 300 6 0 17 Carries 8-16 pacifiers

CVI IS Carrier 6 600 6 0 17
SAB IP Semi-Automatic 

Battleship
3 400 6 0 13

Can only operate with an LSSI dedicated
to each SAB.

SABI IS Semi-Automatic 
Battleship

5 800 6 0 13

TPT IP Transport 2 200 8 0 0
TPTI IS Transport 3 400 8 0 0
ALS IP Assault Landing 

Ship
3 200 7 0 2

ALSI
IS Assault Landing 
Ship

5 500 7 0 2

AVI IS Assault Carrier 5 500 7 0 4
MA IP Marine Assault 

Ship
3 200 5 0 3

Specialist ship for launching marine 
shuttle assaults in a space battleMAI IS Marine Assault 

Ship
5 400 5 0 3
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Abbrev Item
SV

required

Time to
build
(days)

Logs
needed

Logs
support

Combat
value (1)

Notes

SPYI IS Spy Ship
3 400 1 0 0

A ship optimised for detection and 
designed to sit for long periods hidden on 
the M25 observing a system.

MSDI IS Mobile Space 
Dock

5 400 8 0 0
These operate in pairs to provide a basic 
repair facility that can move with a fleet.

LSS IP Logistic Support 
Ship

2 200 1 30 0

LSSI IS Logistic Support 
Ship

3 300 1 30 0

SVI IS Support Carrier 3 300 3 0 3

MPSI
IS 'Swarm' Multiple 
Pacifier Ship

10 400 24 0 40
A large 'one shot pacifier' carrier.

MPS
IP 'Swarm' Multiple 
Pacifier Ship

6 200 24 0 40

MMPSI
IS Merchant Multiple 
Pacifier Ship

8 400 16 0 25 Converted Class 5000

SSI IS Survey Ship 6 400 1 1 2
C5A Armed Class 5000 

Merchant (Star 
Guard) 1

200
new

build or
50

upgrade

1 8 1

These are widespread as protection 
against pirates. Usually locally based and 
organised.

EVI
Merchant Escort 
Carrier

2

250
new

build or
100

upgrade

2 0 2

C5A-C
Armed Class 5000 
Merchant (Calliope)

2 250 2 0 2 32 one-shot Missile launchers. 

C5A-LL
Armed Class 5000 
Merchant (Long 
Lance)

3 250 3 0 0 32 Interplanetary Missiles

IMR Independent Marine 
Regiment or Special 
Forces Regiment

1 200 n.a. n.a. n.a.
Ships and stations are assumed to have 
their own regiments included in their 
support values.

MDI Mass Driver Ship

2 200 1 0 0

Carries a drive unit, shuttles and 
engineering crew sufficient to move one 
asteroid. Needs to return to a shipyard to 
replenish between missions. Note: Mass 
driving against human-occupied 
planets is illegal under interstellar law.

IPS Independent Pacifier 
Squadron

1 100 n.a. 0 10

Carriers are assumed to have their 
complement included in their cost. One 
Squadron of defensive pacifiers are 
assumed attached to all orbital stations 
are included in their support values.

PLANETSIDE FORCES
GFD Regular Ground 

Force Division
3 200 n.a. n.a. (11)

Fully equipped for ground combat and 
capable of transport between planets.

GFB Independent Ground 
Force Brigade

2 150 n.a. n.a. (5)
Fully equipped for ground combat and 
capable of transport between planets.

PGD Planet Guard 
Division

2 200 n.a. n.a. (7)
Locally recruited troops; cannot be moved
off-planet

ISD Police / Internal 
Security Division

3 300 n.a. n.a. (5)
Especially good for dealing with 
insurrection and civil policing.

MD Militia GF Division 1 100 n.a. n.a. (3) Lightly armed local troops, possibly part-
timers: cannot be moved off-planet
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Abbrev Item
SV

required

Time to
build
(days)

Logs
needed

Logs
support

Combat
value (1)

Notes

AIDCORP Aid Corps
4 200 n.a. 3

(2) in
defence

Major Divisional-sized unit optimised for 
assisting with crisis and post-disaster 
humanitarian aid and infrastructure 
rebuilding.

AIDDET Aid Detachment
2 150 n.a. 1

(1) in
defence

Brigade-sized unit optimised for assisting 
with crisis and post-disaster humanitarian 
aid and infrastructure rebuilding.

MGD Marine GF Division 20 200 n.a. n.a. (30) A standard GF division manned by 
Starship Marine-quality personnel.

MGB Marine GF Brigade 12 150 n.a. n.a. (14) A standard GF brigade manned by 
Starship Marine-quality personnel.

CIVILIAN VESSELS
C5 Class 5000 Merchant

Ship 0.5 200 1 15 0
Note: Smaller classes (C100 – C4000) 
are not separately represented here for 
simplicity.

CSSI IS Colonial Support 
Ship

4 400 1 15 0

Ship designed specifically for supporting 
colonial development.  Converts to small 
orbital at the end of its life and is 
absorbed into the infrastructure of the 
colony it has helped form, and ceases to 
exist.

SLI Interstellar Sleeper 
Ship

3 400 1 0 0
Carries 5,000 people in sleep units. 
Around 1% failure rate.

HSI Hospital Ship 5 500 7 0 0 Aids recovery of wounded etc. for a fleet.

AMI Armed Merchant 3 300 3 10 4 Purpose built heavily armed merchant

SRI Salvage & Recovery 
Ship

3 300 3 0 0
Used to dismantle and salvage all manner
of equipment.

SPI Police Ship
5 400 0 0 0

Mobile police station with police officers, 
detectives, SWAT, CSI teams, specialist 
kit and labs for those worlds that do not 
have them.

CPK Packet Ship

1 400 1 0 0

A civilian interstellar merchant ship 
optimised for 2G operation. These are 
used by a few large corporations for 
moving high value items (or personnel) 
that need to be moved urgently. A packet 
ship can reduce a transit from the M25 to 
the colony world by a number of days. 
However only very high value cargo justify
the expense of using a packet ship.

SPECIALISED RESEARCH TEAMS
FT Field Team

2
Mobile team of experienced investigators able to turn up and assess, package and
recover key items - or recommend deployment of more resources as appropriate. 
Comes with own leased merchant ships.

MIT Major Investigation 
Team

3 A large mobile team - bigger and more capable version of the Field Team. Comes 
with own leased merchant ships

LRE Local Research 
Establishment

4
200 to
deploy

Permanent staff on world, with buildings, labs, transport etc. For long 
term major work. Takes 200 days to deploy. Doesn't need ships

G Ships (Once production is main-streamed – one-off production is double)
1R 1st Rate Warship 22 800 10 0 36 Super Dreadnought

2R 2nd Rate Warship 12 700 7 0 20 HBB equivalent

3R 3rd Rate Warship 7 600 5 0 12 BB /CV equivalent

4R 4th Rate Warship 5 400 4 0 8 CA/CM equivalent

5R 5th Rate Warship 4 400 3 0 5 CL equivalent

FF Frigate 3 400 2 0 3 DD equivalent

BR Brig 2 300 1 0 2
SL Sloop 1 200 1 0 1
'G' 

prefix
Hybrids +50% to G

ship cost

+50% to
build
time

As main
class

As main
class

67% of
CV

Ships built with BOTH Gravitic and fusion 
burn main drives.  Eg “G-DDI'

COLONIAL UPGRADES
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Abbrev Item
SV

required

Time to
build
(days)

Logs
needed

Logs
support

Combat
value (1)

Notes

SNBC Shake N' Bake 
Colony - in 
established quadrant

25

100
prep +
600 on

world

4 x LSSI
or  2 x

CSSI for
duration

n.a. 0

Government directly priming a world for 
colonisation. Counts as Subsistence 
Colony after it has been completed and 
fully operational for 1 year - and the SV 
cost ceases and it continues as a normal 
colony.
Remote = greater than 1HY distant.

SNBC Shake N' Bake 
Colony - in Outer 
Sector

40
(provided

neighbourin
g Q can

handle it)

250 prep
+ 800 on

world

8 x LSSI
or 4 x

CSSI for
duration

n.a. (1)

SNBCR Shake N' Bake 
Colony - Remote

20 in Q0 for
duration,
including

transit

800 on
world

8 x CSSI
for

duration
n.a. (1)

SCol Science Colony - 
Quadrant 6

50 prep
+ 300 on

world

1 X LSSI
for

duration
10 0

A self-contained scientific colony, set up 
by government. 
This does not upgrade to a proper colony, 
though one might start normally.
Requires 1 LSSI visit per year
Remote = greater than 1HY distant.

SCol Science Colony - 
Outer Sector

10
(provided

neighbourin
g Q can

handle it)

100 prep
+ 400 on

world

2 x LSSI
or 1 x

CSSI  for
duration

10 (1)

SColR Science Colony - 
Remote

5 in Q0 for
duration, ,
including

transit

400 on
world

2 CSSI for
duration 10 (1)

MilCol Military Colony - 
Quadrant 8

100 prep
+ 400 on

world

2 x LSSI
or 1 CSSI

for
duration

30 (2)

A self-contained military colony set up by 
government. 

This does not upgrade to a proper colony.
Requires 2 LSSI visits per year.
Remote = greater than 1HY distant.

MilCol Military Colony – 
Outer Sector

15
(provided a
neighbourin

g Q can
handle it)

200 prep
+ 600 on

world

4 x LSSI
or 2 x

CSSI  for
duration

30 (4)

MilColR Military Colony – 
Remote

8 in Q0 for
duration,
including

transit

600 on
world

4 x CSSI
for

duration
30 (4)

Note (1) Combat values in brackets are values for fighting planetside.
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9. SHIP BUILDING CAPACITY

General
The cost of a shipyard depends on the economy of the world it orbits.  
Operating the yard at a poorer world is more expensive in terms of SV.

World Economy Cost to build / maintain shipyard

Rich (RC) or above 10 SV

Average (AA, AC or BA) 15 SV

Poor (PC or VP) 20 SV

Subsistence (SC) or below Not allowed

Once a system grows to Rich the shipyard cost reverts to 10SV and does not alter again, 
even if the colony drops - unless it drops below Poor, whereupon the yard becomes 
unsustainable and must be dismantled.

Construction of new ships requires spare shipbuilding capacity: much of a polity’s 
shipyard space is taken up with maintenance and refits or is not controlled by the 
government.

Without expending SV, each polity has only one ‘free’ shipyard not already tied in 
maintaining the current fleet.

Most polities fund additional shipyards, at the rate shown in the SV table above. The 
additional yards also allow for the ongoing maintenance of the new ships built.

For the purposes of shipyard capacity, the construction of an Independent Pacifier 
Squadron counts as a single ship

When working out the cost of shipbuilding, count the SV requirement for the ship from the
moment it is laid down in the shipyard (not from the moment it is launched). 
This reflects the construction costs, fresh crew training etc.

Mothballs
Ships can be mothballed and stored in stable orbit at any colony that is ‘Average’ or better
(they have the facilities to keep the mothballed ships monitored and safe.

Mothballing does not cost SV, but takes 50 days (during which time the normal SV of the 
ship is still payable).  Bringing ships out of mothballs takes 100 days, and the full SV must
be paid for the entire period of recommissioning.

A shipyard or repair yard can be mothballed too. The mothballing does not cost extra SV, 
but takes 50 days during which time the normal SV of the yard must be paid. 

Bringing a yard out of mothballs takes 200 days, and the full SV must be paid during the 
period of recommissioning.
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Decommissioning

Ships can be scrapped at any time at any colony that is ‘Rich’ or better (they have the 
necessary economy and facilities to decommission a military ship), or at any system with 
a repair yard. 

It takes 50 days to decommission a ship in this way, during which time the full SV must 
continue to be paid.

Using Repair Yards
A repair yard can be used to arm merchant ships and to build
additional pacifiers.

Building pacifiers is limited due to availability of pilots and
weapons. 

No repair yard can build more than 1 squadron (16 pacifiers) per
year per yard (this allows for crew training etc.). The repair yard
is also used to repair damaged ships (obviously).

A repair yard cannot be used to build ships.  See also ‘Ship Repair, Maintenance and 
Upgrade’ below.

Conversion:  Existing IP ships can be converted to IS. To do this takes a shipyard slot, 
the difference in SV must be available for the duration of the conversion, and it takes the 
difference in construction time between the IP and IS class, PLUS 50 days.

Flatpacking
Any Interplanetary spaceship can be built in a prefabricated form and shipped as 
components and re-assembled at another star system.

The receiving system must be Below Average or higher to have the necessary supporting 
orbital services.  There is no additional SV cost for the process, above the cost of the 
vessel itself for the duration of build, transit and assembly.

Ship Class
Number of

C5000 loads
required

Assembly time in target system

No yard
Repair yard

available
Shipyard
available

BB / CV / SAB 7 200 100 50

HBB / BV 12 300 200 100

ALS / CA / LSS / MPS 4 120 60 30

CL / DD / SC 2 40 20 10

Civilian Shipbuilding
There are a large number of major civilian shipbuilding companies in the Universe.  
Typically there are two or more corporately-owned yards at each policy home world (the 
current list is maintained on the campaign website).  
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These yards mainly produce merchant ships for the wider economy to replace ageing 
shipping coming to the end of its life.  

On occasions, players can ask these yards to produce military shipping instead, though 
they will have to wait until a slot appears on a slipway before work can commence.  

Some shipbuilders, where permitted by local legislation, will manufacture military 
warships on a private venture basis for hire out to independent worlds or small alliances 
which can afford to have their own shipbuilding industry.  

A list of commercially hired warships (and warships for hire) is maintained on the website.
Commercially hired warships have the same characteristics as government-built ships, 
and they are crewed by mercenaries (all of whom will have served in a national navy at 
some point).  

As mercenaries, their willingness to die for their employer is lower than one would 
typically see in national navies.

10. INTERSTELLAR BANKING

At the level we are considering planetary economics in
these rules – the resources are expressed in terms of
manpower, skills, technology, refined materials and
industrial capacity.

Only a small proportion of this is in transferable cash
terms, and even then, there are limits on how
successfully a cash credit transfer to a backward colony
would aid its economy if it lacked the basic resources
itself.

As mentioned above, polities can pool the SV within a quadrant/sector, but can only 
transfer up to 10% of the SV of that pool to any adjacent quadrant/sector, or 5% to a 
more distant quadrant/sector. 

NB: The 10% limit is per transfer per quadrant/sector – so you could transfer 10% to each
of several quadrants/sectors.

In addition, importable SV may not be more than 24SV or 50% (whichever is greater) of 
the total starting local SV already in the receiving quadrant/sector before any transfers.

So, for example, a quadrant with a total starting SV of 80 would only be able to import up 
to 40SV in transfers from all sources.
A sector with 10SV could import up to 24SV.

The level of transfer between quadrants/sectors is reviewed quarterly (i.e. every 100 
days) and is changed at that point only.  
This represents the lead-time to organising and maintaining these interstellar transfers of 
resources.
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Economic Development
Colonies normally develop as a result of trade, the effectiveness of
the colonists, corporate investment, and government investment.

It is not possible to just buy an upgrade of a colony using SV –
though SV could be deployed to improve infrastructure. 

The problem is that if you subsidise an economy, you have to keep
on subsidising it – and this would not generate additional SV.

However, SV can be used to ‘prime the pump’ of inward investment.
This is risky, since it can fail, and the return (if any) may be long
term.

Also, colonies can rise or decline as a result of factors outside your
control. At the start of any year, there should be a status test for all
colonies (See Section 11).

Investment of SV in developing an economy is on the basis of a full
year of investment. 
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11. COLONY STATUS TEST

This is done each game year using the updater program.  However, it could be done 
manually, and the program implements the manual rules described below.

Roll 1d10 (0=0) once per year

 Current Status

Effect of
Government

SV
Investment
during last

year

Max SV
investment
allowed per

year

Resulting Change in Status

Decline one
level

No change
Improve one

level

CC Colonial Capital +1 per 20 40 0 1+ n.a.
VR Very Rich Colony +1 per 18 36 0-1 2-10 11+
RC Rich Colony +1 per 15 30 0-1 2-9 10+
AA Above Average 

Colony
+1 per 12 24 0-2 3-9 10+

AC Average Colony +1 per 10 20 0-1 2-8 9+
BA Below Average 

Colony
+1 per 8 16 0 1-7 8+

PC Poor Colony +1 per 5 10 0-2 3-7 8+
VP Very Poor Colony +1 per 3 6 0 1-7 8+
SC Subsistence Colony +1 per 2 4 0-3 4-7 8+
JS Just Settled +1 per SV 2 0-4 5 6+
UI Uncolonised / Empty - 0 - 0-5 6+

Independent worlds cannot develop beyond
Average on their own. 

They have to join a major power (see
Membership, below), or form a politico-economic
federation with at least 6 other independents to
do so.

It is possible for there to be more than one colony
on a world at Above Average or less. 

Rich colonies must be unitary worlds in order to
qualify as Rich.

If the system has had ships taken up from trade (STUFT) in it then this will impact on 
colonial trade: –1 from the die roll.

Game Control will also apply arbitrary pluses and minuses to the improvement roll to 
reflect political and economic circumstances on individual worlds or even on a quadrant-
wide basis.   

As shown in the table above, worlds’ economies can decline as well as improve.
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Investment helps prevent this, but other factors will encourage it. See below, under 
internal politics for some of the other influencing factors. 

Any colony attacked and forcibly taken under control by a polity will automatically decline 
one economic level.

In theory a world could be elevated to Home World level, but this is exceptional.  Once at 
Home World level the economy is stable and does not alter very much in any given year, 
unless as a result of some huge upheaval or political change.

Uncolonised, Just Settled and Subsistence Colonies gain a +1 on the table if they are 
given a Colony Support Ship (CSSI) for a year.  
The CSSI is consumed and integrated in the colony at the end of the year.

12. GOING BROKE

There may be times when the SV of a quadrant is not enough to support all the activities 
going on in that quadrant. 

This can, of course, be ameliorated by transfers in – but even that may not be enough, or 
might not be able to respond to a short term crisis.

Fleets may be moved across quadrant boundaries in ‘hot pursuit’ without using visited 
quadrant’s SV the so long as they return to their ‘home’ quadrant within 50 days. 
Over 50 days and they have to be supported locally by the quadrant they are visiting.

Quadrants that go into the red on SV must cease economic investment until balance has 
been achieved.

If this is not enough, and no forces can be disbanded or mothballed to restore the 
balance, then the following penalties apply:
 

►  Each world in the quadrant suffers -1 on their next colonial development die roll.
  

►  The forces supported in the quadrant will lose effectiveness due to shortages in 
the logistic train – they should be treated as though they are one supply level lower
than their current state (so if they are at supply state GREEN, they drop to 
AMBER).
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13. EMPIRE BUILDING

At various times, independent worlds consider joining an
existing interstellar polity. 

Sometimes this happens as a result of internal needs (see
economic development above) or as a result of pressure
from one or more external polities.

The process is influenced by investment, location, situation
and a substantial random element.

In game terms, a player team may request that an independent is tested. The process is 
then as follows:

Step 1 : Initial Interest. The locals may have absolutely no interest whatsoever. Roll 1d6,
modified as follows: This can only be tested once per year.

+1 Nearest system is a member of requesting polity

+1
The system is currently being invested in by testing 
polity

+1 The system is in Q5, Q6 or Q7
+1 The system is at Average Status
-2 The system is in Q0
+1 System has been fought over in the last year
+3 to –3 JIM0000 Assessment Modifier

Score 6 to get acceptance to the principle. If the principle is accepted, move on to:

Step 2 : Referendum Stage. Internal politics come to bear here – and there is a much 
larger random element. This might also be competitive with other polities. 

The locals will decide to hold a referendum – this is organised locally, and interested 
parties cannot be involved.Only one referendum per year can be organised, and it will be 
held 1d4 x 100 days after the principle has been agreed.

So, to determine the result, roll 1d100 for each interested party – this will be each polity 
attempting to get them to join, plus the ‘NO Party’. 

The nearest neighbouring polity will also automatically be included in the vote by the 
locals, whether they want to be o r not.

Each party’s score is modified by:

+1
For each SV from investment per year, averaged over the past three 
years.

+10 For a successful political manoeuvre
+10 to –10 JIM0000 Interference Modifier

The highest score wins
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This system means that occasionally, systems will choose to join a polity unexpectedly. 
Polities do not have to accept them into membership if they do not want to.

[Game Note: The above system may be dispensed with as necessary utterly at 
JIM0000’s whim, if it benefits the plot].

 

14. KEY PERSONNEL

In every polity there are hundreds of thousands, if not millions of
civil servants, military officers, leaders, scientists etc. 

These are deployed to run your polity in a variety of roles, such as
quadrant or planetary governors, admirals, senior diplomats etc.

These non-played characters are expected to act on their own
initiative and reasonably effectively all of the time. Distances and
communication delays make that imperative.

Each polity also has, within this group of public servants, its key people (KP). These are 
the most reliable, most effective, best of your polity. And, of course, they are limited in 
number. Their deployment should be an important part of the government’s decision-
making.

We mark the effectiveness of KP with a personal score, on a scale of 1 to 10. The vast 
majority of your senior public servants are rated 5. This means that they will act pretty 
much in the way the players would have expected (or better) around 50% of the time. The
rest of the time they will do something different (and still effective, perhaps), or do 
nothing.

The important KP are those with scores above 5. These are limited in number and must 
be specific named individuals. The number of KP better than 5 in each polity is based on 
their population. 

Most polities get 1 KP for every billion of population – except Earth which has only 1 KP 
per 2 billion.

The ratio of each level of KP is fixed, as follows

KP Rating
Max Number per

polity

10 1

9 2

8 4

7 8

6 16

5 Unlimited

So, for example, a polity that is allowed only 5 important KPs would have one 10, two 9s 
and two 8s.
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If a named KP dies then a new person can be created to replace them, but, their rating is 
unknown until they have been given a job to do and they have been doing it for some 
time. The GM will then tell you what their rating is.

15. GROUND FORCE UNITS

Specialised all-arms Ground Force Divisions are used primarily for
defence of the surface of systems against civil disorder, invasion or
pirate attacks. 

Full scale invasion of other worlds is rare because space superiority
tends to decide the issue – if you control orbital and sub-orbital
space a GF division or two are pretty much sitting targets, and tend
to surrender.

However, raiding and or insurrection are both more common, and
this is where GF Divisions are most useful.

Police and paramilitary forces are normally factored into the SV,
however it is possible to purchase other unit types such as Internal
Security Divisions, Planet Guard Divisions and Militia Divisions.
(See Section 8: The Shopping List).

GF vs GF combat can be handled using the 'Plan A' wargame rules or the outcome is 
ruled on by Control.

16. STARSHIPS AND SPACESHIPS

Definitions:

STARSHIP = Any ship capable of interstellar travel.
SPACESHIP = Any ship limited to interplanetary travel only.

Breakdowns

Ships are assumed to have major
overhauls throughout their operating lives
– the SV includes the cost of this, though
we will not be tracking all ships moving
about and returning to base for refit. 

This will be taken account of if it becomes
necessary. Typically a ship will need a refit
every 4-5 years,
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Detection

The table below assumes that the system has an orbital with a standard space traffic 
control system and that the ship concerned is burning (which most ships have to do if 
they want to get anywhere in a reasonable time).  
Note that ships entering or leaving hyperspace cannot be detected until they burn: there 
is no residual radiation or energy pulse generated by the operation of the HD Drive.

This test is made when ships are burning within a system.  Roll 1d10 (0=0) to determine 
the range at which the ship will be detected.  

Die score Distance (AU)

9+ 150

8 100

7 50

6 25

5 20

4 15

3 10

Up to 2 5

Ship Type Ship Burn Size

Heavy Battleship, Battleship, Carrier, ALS, Transport, Log ship, Support Carrier, Assault 
Carrier, Exterminator VIKING, Exterminator Super Battleship, Exterminator Orbital 
Fortress, Sleeper, MDI, Police Ship, Scout/Destroyer at 2g

Big

Heavy Cruiser, Star Guard, Escort Carrier, Corporate Raider, Class 5000, Scout/ 
Destroyer/ Lt Cruiser at 1.5g

Medium

Class 3000, Scout/ Destroyer/ Lt Cruiser at 1g, Independent Pacifier Sqn Small

Gravitic drive ships No burn

Factors add/subtract from die roll
Military ship detecting another ship -2

Scout ship detecting another ship +2

Survey ship detecting another ship +0

Civilian ship detecting another ship -6

Civilian ship with sensor pack detecting another ship 
(e.g. C1-S)

-4

Target Medium Burn -1

Target Small Burn -2

Fleet size (for each ship after the first) +1

Gravitic drive ships -12

Target making less than 0.1g burn -3

System with Space Detection Net +3
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A target silent running is invisible until it burns, or gets within a few thousand km.

Logistics Support
Starships operate for many hundreds of days in deep space, away from bases, repair 
yards and orbital stations.

All ships have larger crews than is strictly necessary to operate the ships because they 
need to be able to cope with illness and accident, and have sufficient resources to 
maintain their own ship a lot of the time.

In addition, in the absence of magical ‘replicator’ technology, they need to be resupplied 
with food concentrates and spares, ammo etc.  Reaction mass and water is collected 
from systems when they are visited (see 'Refuelling time' below).

These supplies are carried by the ubiquitous Logistics Support Ship Interstellar (LSSI) or 
by merchant cargo ships. 

All functioning fleets need these to keep operating effectively.

Some will be in transit from bases to fleet, or on long-range missions, a fleet will take a 
number of laden LSSIs with them, which then rotate with others to keep the supplies 
coming.

Use the following rule of thumb to assess the logistic needs of any force.

First, assess its need – this is calculated on a Logs Point basis – add up the points for 
any force and compare them with the Logs Support Capacity available to the force.
The main list of logs points needed and capacity is in the shopping list above.  

This table has the values for a few things not listed there:

Ship Type Designation
Logs Need

Points
Logs

Support Capacity

STUFT* Class 5000 C5 1 15

STUFT Class 4000 C4 1 12

STUFT Class 3000 C3 1 10

STUFT Class 2000 C2 0.5 6

STUFT Class 1000 C1 0.5 3

SNB Colony SNBC 0 5

Science Colony SCICOL 0 10

Military Colony MCOL 0 30

Just Settled Colony facilities JSF 0 2

Subsistence Colony facilities SCF 0 5

Very Poor / Poor Colony Orbital 
Facilities

PCOF 0 30

Below Average Colony Orbital Facilities BAOF 0 50

Average or Above Average Colony 
Orbital Facilities

ACOF 0 100

Rich Colony or Very Rich 
Orbital Facilities

RCOF 0 500
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Ship Type Designation
Logs Need

Points
Logs

Support Capacity

Colonial Capital Orbital Facilities CCOF 0 1000

Home World Orbital Facilities HWOF 0 Unlimited
* STUFT = Ship Taken Up From Trade (merchant ship commandeered in an emergency)

Status GREEN: If the Logs support equals or exceeds the Logs Point needs of a fleet, 
then all is well, and we assume the logistic state is good.

Status AMBER: If the Logs support is less than the fleet's needs, the effectiveness of the
fleet is assumed to be degraded.

Status RED: If the Logs support is less than half the fleet's needs, you can assume the 
fleet has serious supply problems, and really ought to visit an orbital station quite soon.
In the case of fleets sitting on an M25 limit of an inhabited friendly colonial system with an 
orbital station (as they often are), you can effectively double the value of the LSSIs 
accompanying the fleet because they can visit the system's station every few days. 
Obviously, if the fleet moves off suddenly, there is a risk that they might leave some or all 
of their LSSIs behind.

Self Sustaining Fleets 
It is possible for a fleet to be independent of local SV requirements.  In order to achieve 
this it must have sufficient logistics support ships to have a logs ratio of 10 (i.e. 10 times 
its normal logistics need). The SV still have to be paid somewhere (usually Quadrant 0), 
but the fleet can operate indefinitely in an adjacent quadrant without that quadrant having 
to use up its SV.

Refuelling time
Ships do not consume fuel as such, but they do require reaction mass for the main 
thrusters.  The larger or the faster the ship, the more mass it will need. In game terms the 
cost of acquiring the mass (which is usually water from ice asteroids) is subsumed within 
the SV cost.  The main factor is time to pump it into the reaction mass tanks.  So, 
whenever a ship visits a system's colony world there is a delay for RM pumping, as 
follows:

Ship size

Friendly or Neutral System Unfriendly System Just settled,
Uninhabited

system or away
from colony

world

Below Average
(BA) or better

Poor, Very Poor
or Subsistence

Below Average
(BA) or better

Poor, Very Poor
or Subsistence

Battleship, Carrier, 
Transport, Assault 
landing ship C5000

2 days 4 days 5 days 7 days 8 days

Heavy Cruiser, 
C4000

2 days 3 days 4 days 6 days 8 days

Light Cruiser, 
C3000

2 days 2 days 3 days 5 days 7 days

Destroyer, C2000 1 day 2 days 2 days 4 days 6 days

C1000 1 day 1 day 2 days 3 days 5 days
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17. SPACE COMBAT

In the event of space combat the Starship Strike 
wargame rules will be used.

If this is not practicable, use the combat power figures
given in the 'shopping list' table above to calculate the
total combat power for each fleet engaged.

Logistics modifiers: 
Status GREEN: (LOGS FACTOR >=1):  100% CV
effective 
Status AMBER: (LOGS FACTOR <1): 50% CV effective 
Status RED: (LOGS FACTOR <0.5): 25% CV effective, increase losses by 25% 
(reflecting shortages of spares & replacements)
If using Starship Strike, the rules separately cover low logistics states.

Compare combat power, and then consult this table:
Comparison Result Losses

Scores within 5% 
of each other

Indecisive. Depending on orders and 
situation, either might break off contact.

Both take hits equal to 20% of the enemy's 
Combat Value. Usually spread over the fleet.

6-10% superiority Weaker force breaks contact and flees. Loser takes 10% of winner's CV 
Winner takes 8% of loser's CV

11-20% superiority Weaker force breaks contact and flees. Loser takes 12% of winner's CV 
Winner takes 6% of loser's CV

21-30% superiority Weaker force breaks contact and flees. Loser takes 14% of winner's CV 
Winner takes 5% of loser's CV

31-40% superiority Weaker force breaks contact and flees. 
Stronger force able to inflict damage as 
they go.

Loser takes 25% of winner's CV 
Winner takes 5% of loser's CV

Over 40% 
superiority

No combat - weaker force refuses battle. n.a.

The above table is for human v human battles. Vs Exterminators or other aliens the rules will be different 
sometimes.

18. SHIP REPAIR, MAINTENANCE & UPGRADE

Repair
The main naval shipbuilding yards are in the Home Systems in Quadrant 0.
However, there is at least one repair-only yard, usually located at the Provincial Capital, 
(although not always).

Repair yards will repair a battle damaged warship at a rate of 15 days per hull value
/ armour factor lost (see Starship Strike Rules).  Weapon and other systems are 
assumed to be repaired concurrently.  Each of these repair yards can work on up to
3 ships at a time.

A mobile space dock (i.e. a pair of MSDI) can carry out major ship repairs also. They take 
30 days per hull value / armour factor repaired  Each MSDI pair can handle two ships at a
time.
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The above assume that there are no shortages of critical parts or trained crews.  In the 
event of very heavy losses, it might prove more difficult to repair ships and JIM0000 will 
advise if this is so.

Class Conversions
A shipyard can convert certain compatible class types to another type in the same class. 
The SV cost is maintained throughout the conversion process. Where the new class has 
a higher SV then that SV is used throughout the conversion. 

The time taken to convert is as follows: 

Battleship  Plasmatic Battleship  Missile Battleship 150 days

Heavy Cruiser  Missile Cruiser 100 days

Heavy Cruiser  Missile Cruiser  Light Carrier 150 days

Carrier  Assault Landing Ship  Marine Assault Ship 200 days

Assault Landing Ship  Assault Carrier 100 days

Destroyer  Scout Ship 100 days

Logistics Ship  Support Carrier 150 days

C5 Liner  Transport Ship 150 days

Transport Ship  Hospital Ship 200 days

Class 5000 Merchant  Mass Driver Ship* 100 days

Class 5000 Merchant  Escort Carrier* 100 days

Class 5000 Merchant  C5A* 50 days

Class 5000 Merchant  Merchant Multiple Pacifier Ship* 100 days

* = this can be done at a Repair Yard, taking twice as long.
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